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As the Manus send forth the Light to escort new lifewaves into incarnation 
for the very first time, we establish the Thrust, the Power, and the 

Momentum of the Allness of God. This we draw into the focal point of our 
Consciousness sufficient to hold the balance for the hundreds of thousands 
of lifewaves entering into an entirely new avenue of Divine Expression. The 
incarnation entails putting on bodies fashioned out of the Elemental Forces 
of Nature, stepping down the Consciousness of the Heart Flame of the 
Presence to be multiplied into each of the five outer planes of consciousness, 
and all the while, maintaining the Fullness of the very Presence of the Body 
Consciousness of God in the Great Central Sun by continuing to hold fast 
to the tether to the Allness of God. 
 Were you not a student of the Ascended Masters, having repeatedly 

studied and absorbed the instruction on Cosmic Law regarding the coming 
forth of the Godhead Charioteers, perhaps you would be struck down, deaf 
and dumb, to consider the enormity of the prospect that such an awesome 
event did in fact occur to you! Look how mankind, bound as they are in the 
grip of relative time and space, have grappled with just the very physicality 
of life coming forth, trying to justify the evolutionary mindset of mankind. 
But you, blessed ones, have had the veils of maya and illusion parted for you 
so that the mysteries of God may become more apparent. 
 And as you look upon your own life, drawing upon the Illumination’s 

Flame of your Heart, you begin to piece together within your own conscious 
awareness all that you have experienced in the Fullness of the Mind of God, 
in the so-called miracles that you have witnessed, either in your own life, 
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or that of others. How the very flow of the Light coming upon you in the 
Presence of Ascended and Cosmic Beings washes away the tension, the 
stress, the anxiety. Even if it only seems to last as long as we are dictating, 
still you in your own Heart Flame retain the record of a greater awareness 
of our Peace and Harmony at the core of your being. 
  Blessed ones, the great drama of the coming forth into incarnation, the 

escorting of new lifestreams full of hope and the promise of all that the very 
Presence of God has in store for each Heart Flame is a great Joy for a Manu. 
We do not wring our hands, thinking that something may go wrong, or that 
there might be those lifestreams who will fall into human consciousness and 
become entangled far longer than necessary. No, blessed ones. For we know 
firsthand the Individualized Presence, the Truth of that God Consciousness 
that resides upon the Altar of the Heart of the incarnating lifestream. We 
behold the tethering of each Heart to their own Mighty I AM Presence, to 
the Heart of the Manu, and ultimately to the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood 
of Light. 
 Understanding this, blessed ones, should bring you great Peace and 

Comfort, knowing that your Presence and the Allness of God have never left 
you! They have not cast you into outer darkness, all alone, blindly trying to 
find your way Home. The Light has always been present, shining there upon 
the Altar of your Heart.
 Always, at the slightest of opportunity, as quickly as the outer 

consciousness or the human equation of your emotional body lets go of its 
previous misqualified substance and allows it to go into the Flame, the Heart 
is once again enabled to commune with the still small Voice of God that 
can be perceived within the mind. And if you have the Attainment within 
your own Causal Body Momentum, you can literally hear the Voice. And it 
may repeat over and over the same phrase — so that you will not miss it or 
misinterpret it — by sending forth a Charge of Light that holds the Engram 
of Consciousness of the worded expression from the Heart of God, so that 
your feeling body once again begins to resonate with that which you have 
felt within the mind, have interpreted with your Heart, and have allowed to 
guide your direction. 
 This is only a one minute experience that can and does occur millions 

of times in one incarnation! For you, blessed hearts, are a part of the Whole 
of the Fabric of God. For you have not forsaken the Charge of Light upon the 
Altar of your Heart! For those who have allowed that Heart Flame to carry 
them into a greater Momentum of the very Presence of their own Mighty 
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I AM, actively charging, moving, creating, accelerating their lifestream, there 
is only the upliftment of Joy and Bliss, of wonder as to how it took so long 
for this realization of God to become the actuality, the internalized Fire of 
your own lifestream! 
 Blessed ones, when you grasp what it means for a Manu to hold the 

Consciousness and Charge of God Power, God Direction, God Love for each 
of the lifestreams coming forth as part of that Root Race which they are in 
charge of and responsible for, you also begin to understand and appreciate how 
your own Mighty I AM Presence, in the Allness of God, can most assuredly 
accomplish the task of ushering you safely through not only one incarnation, 
but many incarnations, so that the Heart Flame truly comes into its own in 
the wise use of the Light of their Presence, ushering in the Creativity that is 
upon the Flame of the Heart of their Mighty I AM Presence, that is forever 
imparting to the outer consciousness of the lifestream that, “All is Good. All 
is Well. All is Divine in the Fullness of the Charge of Light of the Mighty 
I AM Presence!” 
 But if a lifestream in past times has consistently made the election 

to shut down the expansion of the Heart Flame flowing into their outer 
vehicles, sealing the Heart away, not attending to the still small Voice, not 
perceiving the Engram of the Charge of Light and Momentum from the 
Presence, not instilling the Patterns of Perfection, impressing them upon 
their own emotional body, then, blessed ones, it is most apparent why so 
many of the Sons and Daughters of God have lost their way, wandering in 
states of wilderness and unreality for as long as it takes for the Flame upon 
the Altar of the Heart to once more elevate the conscious awareness back 
to God within the lifestream, so that God can once again impart into the 
emotional body the Harmony and the Peace that is required to have the 
transfer of the Will of God, the Power of God, to initiate the cycles into the 
outer physical being that must come to pass if that Godhead Charioteer is 
to make lasting advancements on their pathway to greater Attainment. 
 And that greater Attainment, blessed ones, does not mean merely 

performing the mundane tasks that humanity has mastered well enough to 
get by in their outer lives, even absent the Flame of God. It means, blessed 
ones, the Attainment of drawing upon the Allness of God and bringing it 
into the Fullness of the Pattern of Life that is under the Command of the 
Threefold Flame of the Heart! The Threefold Flame, exercising the Wisdom 
of God, drawing upon the Causal Body Momentum that you have studied 
and learned of so recently, with all the outer activities of the four lower bodies 
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held in check by that Wisdom and the Will of God, so that ever thereafter 
all that streams forth will be in Divine Alignment with the Heart of the 
Mighty I AM Presence. 
 All of this, blessed ones, because the aspirant once again elects to 

open their Heart, to enter into Communion with God, to command the flow 
of the Allness of God, to once more enter into full participation with God 
Life, as sent forth by the Mighty I AM Presence, by the Manu of the Root 
Race, and yes, blessed ones, by The One, the Almighty, so that the expansion 
of the Glory of God shall continue to manifest! This does not merely mean 
that you take an Engram of Consciousness that has streamed forth by many 
Ascended Masters, by the many Mighty I AM Presences across the Cosmos, 
and replicate it. No, blessed ones. It is to receive the creative Charge of your 
own Individualization of God, the Mighty I AM, that Keynote Identity that 
is the hallmark of the Truth of your own Identity, and impress that Pattern 
upon the Universal Light, bringing forth ever new creation! 
 No two creations will ever be exactly the same. For each Individualization 

of God has no other that is the same. And the hallmark of each Mighty I AM 
establishes all of the creativity that is to be brought forth by the Flame upon 
the Altar of the Heart of the incarnate lifestream — individually, solely and 
completely unique! Think of that, blessed ones, the very Allness of God 
uniquely creating through you! 
 Yes, there are many Momentums and Patterns of God Quality, of 

Light streaming forth that carry glorious Patterns to behold and to be drawn 
into the Fullness of Life. But each time they come forth and are touched by 
the Allness of God’s Presence, that Presence sends forth its Glory, and that 
Glory comes back on the return current to that Heart Flame. And this, 
blessed ones, is how you build a glorious Momentum in God. For the more 
that you accomplish in the Presence, the more the Presence comes back to 
you in its Fullness as your own accumulated Attainment and Mastery to 
continue to create! To continue to send forth more Light! To continue to 
establish more of the God Presence! 
 As you have a greater understanding of who you truly are, you begin 

to realize that there is no limitation to what your Presence can accomplish 
through you, when it is truly the Desire of your Mighty I AM Presence. You 
have had many incarnations trying your hand at creating in the absence of 
the Identity of your Presence, utilizing, yes, the energy given to you, but 
not allowing its Wisdom to truly take hold or to exercise the wise use of the 
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Momentum extended to you. But now that you have begun to understand 
that there are those Patterns of God Identity that are Pure, Perfect, that 
resonate at a sufficiently high Vibration to function in the Realms where 
the Holy Christ Presence emanating the Allness of God resides, where your 
Causal Body resides, where the Mighty I AM Presence resides, where the 
Cosmic Beings, and yes, The One, reside.
 The Perfection of God is all around you. You see it manifesting in 

each of the planes of consciousness that make up the Earth itself and all of 
the wonders of the Earth. You experience it, daily, within your own vehicles 
of consciousness as the wonder of the Glory of God that has sent forth its 
Son, its Daughter, into incarnation to behold the Presence of God! And not 
just to behold — but to become the Fullness of that Presence! 
 The Glory that is God is the Firm Foundation upon which you, 

blessed hearts, can stand securely, enabling your vehicles of consciousness 
to be charged, be electrified, be taught, be comforted, be loved, be healed 
and multiplied and magnified into the Divine Body Consciousness that the 
Presence of God has filled with Itself! Then you are able to express that Glory 
with your thoughts, Pure and Beautiful, distilled into the Vision that you 
hold, coupled with the Energy of the Will of God impressed upon the Vision, 
carrying it aloft into the Fullness of the Activity of Akasha and opening the 
door for your own Causal Body Momentum to fill in all that is not complete, 
and your Presence completing the action, sending forth the electrifying 
Charge that enables your creation to come forth into manifestation. That, 
blessed ones, is the thrust, the flow, the current and Momentum that your 
Presence desires to accomplish through you! 
 In time, you will become more and more comfortable in your new 

awareness of the discipline of your lower vehicles as they come under the 
Christ Command of the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart. This will allow 
for the higher Conscious Awareness of God to freely direct your affairs, 
instead of you suffering the interminable struggles with your own intellect 
and human consciousness or the habit patterns of old that you thought 
perhaps have worked for you, and yet, never did truly achieve the Victory. 
 It is time, blessed ones, for a new avenue of God Direction within 

your lifestream — to become aware of the glorious Foundation that is the 
Allness of God that exists throughout God’s Kingdom! And it is time for 
each one of you, just as a Manu, to usher in the Momentum of the Will of 
God, the Light, and the Illumination of the Charge of the Qualities of God 
and ultimately the Divine Direction to be fulfilled! All of this is intended 
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to be held in the Pattern of the Power of God that you draw forth by the 
Love that you have for God, by the desire that you have for God Good, by 
the expression of God that you bring to the fore in Purity to the Glory of 
God that is the Divine Intent of your every desiring. This, blessed ones, is 
the Pattern of Life that unfolds a Golden Age.
 It is our Joy to prepare you for the cycle of the Golden Age. Come! 

Learn the subtleties of the Light of God flowing through you. Learn to 
discern the Patterns of Thought that surely were not cognized by your own 
outer mind, but placed there — charged and electrified by the Mind of God! 
Learn how to safeguard the Peace that you require while the Momentum of 
God Power is accelerating your emotional body to hold you in the Strength, 
Courage, and Will of God, while the fingers of the Mind of God begin to 
impart to the outer vehicle those activities that you are to be engaged in. 
Learn the knitting together of God Life with the Currents of the Elemental 
Forces of Nature drawn into your lifestream by the spiritual centers of your 
being and allowing for all to be knit together in the Vibration of the Light 
of the Christ.
 Come and learn, blessed hearts, how to make that leap of consciousness 

from where you are at present to where your Presence desires to take you 
at your next level of Initiation, the next Momentum, for there is always a 
next Momentum, blessed ones! You would never wish to stop or become 
complacent with the status quo of your vibration, your attainment, or with 
life as it exists at present.
 The anticipation within your own Heart Flame of what is to come 

by the Hand of God should be ever in the forefront of your consciousness. 
For that accelerates you into the striving to expand the Light of God! To 
drink in and breathe in this Light with every breath, every action, every 
Momentum! To establish Patterns of God Good that cannot be denied, no 
matter how negative the consciousness may be that tries to tear them down. 
Oh, absent God there will always arise opposition, blessed ones. You can 
count on that. For mortal life upon the Earth has not reached that point 
where communication, honor, and respect take place in the Vibration of the 
Light of the Christ. 
 But you have the Wisdom to know the difference between the Christ 

Light and the absence of that Light, and it is up to you to maintain that Light 
within you. For ultimately, you are responsible for your own lifestream first 
and foremost! You may desire to expand the Light throughout the entire 
Earth to assist all mankind, to so charge all of the Elemental Forces of Nature 
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with the Hand of God! But, blessed ones, first and foremost, and unto the 
completion of your journey in this incarnation and any further incarnation 
that you may be charged to engage in, you, together with your own Presence, 
are responsible for yourself. No one else is responsible for you, not even your 
Ascended Master Sponsors. They assist, they teach, they hold the balance to a 
great degree, and many times they wish they could do more, but nonetheless, 
you as the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart are ultimately responsible 
for your life. 
 Our assistance is always accessible throughout the Cosmos as the 

Action of the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light in all its varied Offices 
ready to assist with every momentum that you must garner, with every 
overcoming and seeming sense of struggle that you face. But as you cultivate 
a greater firsthand awareness of how vast and glorious is the magnitude that 
exists within the Allness of God, then, blessed ones, there is no fear, there is 
no doubt, there is no human questioning any longer. There is only the Love, 
the Faith, the Hope, and the Divine Outpouring of the Threefold Flame of 
your Heart accelerating more and more of the Mighty I AM Presence to 
take command as the Christ Light within this Allness of God. 
 I, Lord Himalaya, hold the Consciousness of my God Momentum 

as Manu so that you might engage with it periodically as you elevate your 
consciousness into the high mountain of my Retreat, meditating upon the 
Allness of God. 
 Let that Glory so seal you within all of your vehicles to keep the 

Fullness of the disciplines and the Momentum of that Charge of Light and 
God Consciousness all your days. 
 Remember the many Victories that await you that are so vast and, oh, 

so glorious! Hold fast to the experience of living your day-to-day life forever 
engulfed in the Fullness of God that is, oh, so wondrous! And know that 
the Mighty I AM Presence has made all of this possible for you. 
 Let your Love, your God Gratitude, always flow forth to the Presence 

of God, the Mighty I AM, and the Allness of God, of God Good, and of 
God The One. 

Lord Himalaya
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